WHAT DO YOU NEED FOR A HOME OFFICE?

The era in which we live proposes a turning point in our conception of work. Indeed, our vision of work has been drastically changed due to the health restrictions to face the pandemic.

Before, work was the place where we went every day. Nowadays, it is a place that is integrated in the private life. The dissociation between private and professional life is becoming increasingly fine and may sometimes seem non-existent.

Therefore, thanks to different space designs and by using some decoration tips, you can discover how to arrange the home office needs with your personal needs. In this article, we propose to discover how to setup a home office to feel as good at work and at home.

We have made a selection of different home office tips for a pleasant workplace that fits perfectly into your daily life.
Setup home office: How to setup a home office network?

By integrating a simple home office setup at home, you will discover many advantages such as being able to work at any time and wearing the outfit of your choice. However, it can become complicated to set up a work environment and integrate boundaries between your private and professional life. For this, there are several different ways to organize the space so that your home office tech does not infringe on your private life. Indeed, space design is a branch of interior design that aims to associate the distribution and layout of spaces with behavior.

For example, if you integrate your office in your bedroom, it will have a different impact on your relationship to work than if it is in the living room or in the kitchen. In the same way, the place and the layout of your home office workspace will have a different impact on the members of your family. Therefore, we suggest you discover different tips for home office setup that will promote a good synergy between your workplace and your living space.
Separate the work space from the rest of the house

The first tip to consider for home office setups is to clearly delineate the spaces between your workplace and your private life. For this, we recommend that you first have a specific room dedicated to home office. This will have many advantages such as keeping you away from the noise of everyday life and allowing you to focus on your professional tasks. Moreover, it will help you to establish a framework in the organization of your day.

From the moment you enter this room, your activities will be solely dedicated to work. In addition, it will allow you to go out and get some fresh air in other rooms when you feel the need to take a break. By separating your home office equipment from the rest of the house, it will also prevent your belongings from being disturbed or broken by other residents.

If unfortunately, you don’t have the space to have a room entirely dedicated to your work life, there are many ways to separate the spaces with accessories. You can find on our blog an article entirely dedicated to how to separate spaces using accessories such as curtains or Japanese sliding doors. The advantage of using curtains as a room divider lies mainly in their malleability. Indeed, it is a material particularly easy to arrange and it can be either to be opened or to be closed according to the desires and needs of your home office. This can be particularly interesting for making a home office. Indeed, by using curtains to delimit your workplace, you will still have access to natural light and you can easily open it when you need the space.
Creating an atmosphere conducive to concentration

Now that your office space has been established, you can focus on decorating it and making it an awesome home office setups. The decoration will allow you to promote your well-being and help you concentrate. It is important to keep the decoration rather sober. Indeed, if you add too many elements, you may easily lose focus and have difficulties to focus on the tasks to accomplish. You can decorate your home office windows by placing plants on the edge. This will give you more oxygen and help you feel better.

Moreover, it will be a good excuse to give yourself breaks to water them. It is generally recommended to use light colors and because it allows to enlarge the spaces and to bring relaxation. As for your chair, the most important thing is that it is comfortable because you will spend many hours in it. For example, you can incorporate a round pilates ball as a chair to promote good posture during your work time.

Also, it is important that your home office laptop is at eye level to avoid back problems. As for the desk itself, you can opt for an old wood desk that will reconnect you to nature during your work time. It is important to personalize this space for example by adding a book with positive phrases, paintings that inspire you, photos of your last vacation, etc.
Choose comfortable furniture

Nothing beats a comfortable workplace for at home offices. This is probably one of the biggest advantages of home offices. You can think about your comfort without having to consult anyone. Whereas in the past, work was often associated with precarious conditions. Sociological theories of work prove that well-being promotes employee engagement and quality work. So, our final tip for answering the question, “What you need for a home office? “is to promote your comfort. For this, the most important element is the chair.

Choose a swivel chair, with armrests for example, and firm but not too firm upholstery. We also advise you to have a rather large desk to be able to organize all your things as well as drawers for storage.

Indeed, having a comfortable desk is also having an organized desk.

All that’s left to do is to install your home office electronics in this work space that you have created entirely and that will help you feel good in your workplace.
Having the opportunity to decorate your guest room is a unique moment. Indeed, the guest room is the place in your home that is dedicated only to take care of your guests and friends. It is generally a furnished bedroom, the sole function of which is to accommodate. So, it is important that it is well thought out so that it can be functional but also that it provides a welcoming and comfortable guest room decor to spoil your guests.

The guest room is the place to think about all the little details to please your guests. Indeed, the guest room is probably what your hosts will remember once they leave and the main thing is that they felt good there.

In this article, we will offer you various planning and decoration tips to successfully have unique guest room designs. We invite you to discover several guest room ideas to create a warm and welcoming atmosphere that blends harmoniously with your home.
Combine functionality with decoration thanks to a guest room/office

In fact, having a guest room also means dedicating a space only for welcoming your guests. This is why it can be interesting to integrate different functions into your guest room so as not to leave this room empty between two visits from your loved ones. The desk is an element that takes up little space and can easily be integrated as a decoration. If you bring a cozy and relaxed atmosphere to your office, your hosts may even find the pleasure of reading a book or working there during their stay with you.

It is important to arrange these two elements well to prevent your hosts from falling asleep in your workplace. For this, consider having closed shelves to avoid having files or paperwork visible. You can for example make a decoration with a large antique wooden bookcase which would be used as an element of decoration but also will allow you to keep the room clean and not looking like a desk. Another way to keep a cozy atmosphere in this dual-purpose bedroom is to add candles and rugs to prevent the desk from taking up too much decorative space.
In order for your guests to have a memorable stay in your home, it is important that the room they will be sleeping in is alive. For this, we offer you different cute guest room ideas. The first thing to consider is to make sure the bedroom does not look unoccupied. To do this, you have to add elements that make this bedroom feel like everyday life. One idea, for example, is to create a space with a library and give them a selection of your favorite books. This will add an element of decoration while allowing your hosts to have a good time.

Try to think of things that make your guests feel right at home by adding paintings to the wall, or a few fragrant lavender candles to help them relax. You can also put a comfy armchair towards the window with some warm blankets so he can spend time contemplating your view of the outside world. Why not add some games to the library which can give you ideas for spending evenings together.
Light for the best guest room ideas

Nothing is more important to well-being than light. Indeed, as mentioned in various articles on this blog, light is important to feel happy and good about yourself.

Thus, it is important to have bright lighting to properly welcome your friends. A little detail that will make your guests happy is to install the light switch near the bed. It is reminiscent of hotel facilities and it adds a little detail that makes the difference.

You can set up a subdued lamp on a nightstand so your guests can read when they are comfortably lying in bed. Similarly, consider adding warmer lights whose brightness can be adjusted.

This way your guests can adjust the light as they wish to feel good.

In this article, you have been able to discover all our ideas for a guest room for a warm atmosphere. All you have to do is take advantage of the time with your guests to create exceptional memories.
Light is one of the most important decorative accessories to consider. Indeed, many studies show how having bright rooms impact morale. Having bright rooms helps regulate moods and sleep while providing energy. It has even been shown that light can strengthen the immune system so that it is more resistant.

In addition, having a bright room makes it easier to wake up so as to regulate our biological clock. In this article, we will offer you several tips on how to create more light in a dark room.

What are the tips, accessories, and space layout that best allows you to brighten up a dark room? Several interior designs have focused on developing different techniques that allow light to enter in order to add light to a dark room.
How to make a dark room look brighter- The best ways to brighten a dark room

When a room lacks lighting, it gives the impression of being without atmosphere, providing a dark and cold atmosphere. A well-lit bedroom, on the other hand, brings life to rooms. The designer “Natural light is delivered by the sky and falls vertically, like a shower, says Alexi Hervé. It passes in front of the windows without necessarily entering the house.

Free up spaces in front of windows

You often don’t realize it, but it’s easy to accumulate things around windows that further block light from entering the room. The first piece of advice is to remove all furniture within a radius of 40 cm around the window frame.

This will easily free up the space necessary to maximize the entry of light into the room. Remember to apply this advice also for anything that clutters the outside of the window. This will allow you to let in more light while having a clear view of the beauty of the outside world.
Choose warm colors

This tip is more about the impact of light on color as well as the inverse relationship, which is the impact that colors can have on bouncing light.

By using warm colors, you can therefore bring a warm atmosphere and break the cold atmosphere coming from the lack of light. Go for example on a panel of tones ranging from yellow to pink, enough to illuminate your interior design. For example, you can paint one of your walls in a color such as light pink, for example, and apply it to different colors and furniture.

Have light-colored furniture

Another solution lighting solution for dark rooms is to opt for furniture with very light colors, in order to break the cold atmosphere resulting from the lack of light in the room.

For this, it is important to install the wooden planks in the direction of the entry of the light. This will allow more light to slide in and enter the room better. It is an easily applicable solution and a good way on how to lighten a dark room.

Hang mirrors

Indeed, mirrors have the function of being able to make light travel through rooms. You can hang it on different walls to bounce the light all over the room.

To add a designer touch, you can vary the sizes as well as the frames. You can make an entire wall in the antique mirror for example this will give a unique decoration while facilitating the entry of light into the room.

You can also find mirrors with built-in lighting at the back that will double add light, on the one hand, thanks to the mirror itself and on the other hand thanks to the built-in artificial light.
Add lights

While this will not add natural light to the interior of the room, it can be a way of lighting dark rooms. To promote the effects of light, consider diffusing your lamps.

So for example, it is better to add several decorative lamps than one in the center of the room. The light should spread over the entire ceiling, not just the center. Artificial lighting can be turned on to balance natural light for continuous lighting.

You can add a warm side to it for example with garlands. Opt more for bulbs where you can adjust the degree of light and the effects of temperatures. In general, yellower bulbs should be upgraded compared to whiter bulbs.

Also, this can match the size of the lamp, for example, warmer colors are enhanced with smaller lamps.

Open the room to a bright room

You can only do this if one of the walls in one of your rooms is not a load-bearing wall. So you can simply knock down the wall and combine a bright room with a dark room. This will give a room more inspired by modern lofts. It is also possible for you not to completely knock down the wall and to leave a small low partition to limit the spaces.

In this article, you have been able to discover all of our best tips on how to make a dark room brighter to have a room with enough light and allow you to feel good.

By adding light to a dark room, you can completely create a new and unique atmosphere.
Rattan furniture can be truly called the classical element of design. While looking very traditional, natural, and elegant, it nevertheless is used to be mostly the furniture for the gardens and patio or summer terrace of the restaurants. Recently it has come back to the rank of must-have features of the trendy interior, being used more inside of the house now.

It is made of rattan liana, which is very long, hardy, and smooth. This material is extremely resistant to temperature, humidity, and pressure changes. Besides it easily changes the shape influenced by the steam. This ability allows creating different shapes of the furniture.

The omnipresent popularity of eco-style and tendency to be closer to the nature makes this type of furnishing reclaimed by designers. Rattan crafts are very light and easy to clean – these factors are extremely important nowadays, in the time of flexibility and high speed.
Few principles of using rattan furnishing in your interior

Be close to nature
The most pertinent look it has in the interior of naturalistic type – eco, Mediterranean province. The durability, natural origin, and environment-friendliness make this furniture being in line with the trend of sustainability.

Combine the textures
Rattan looks amazing in combination with different materials: leather, textile, wood, glass, and even metal. Complement the rattan arm-chair with the pillows and sofa – with a plaid, use the metal base for a braided table – give the freedom to your imagination!

Add the color
- Brown rattan would perfectly match the classical interior of the living room or the study. Brown color in the interior gives the feeling of safety and coziness, creating an association with home and a safe place.
- White furniture helps to create a weightless and light interior. Besides the abundance of white color make the room looking bigger, vanishing the bounds of the objects. White is a color, that can be easily combined with any other one.
- Grey. This is the color of psychologically mature people, looks very noble and elegant, easily matches other colors.
- Multicolor. Colored rattan furnishing looks very trendy and stylish and can be used in the interiors for young people.
Everyone needs beauty as well as water, places to play in and pray in, where Nature may heal and cheer and give strength to body and soul alike.

That’s why a lot of people try to decorate their flats/homes with different plants, flowerpots, and bouquets of fragrant flowers.

Especially flowers! Many women can’t imagine their favorite kitchen without pastel lilies or a bathroom without sticky roses. If you want excellent home decors, plants would be a great choice!

Psychological research is yielding that flowers evoke positive psychological responses, promote happiness, decrease social distance, enhance our living, and workspaces, and may play a role in improving our long-term memories.
What about stabilized flowers?

Have you ever heard about this way to make the beton walls around your family more colorful and friendly, eco-friendly?

Stabilized plants are basically natural plants, such as decorative moss and trees, flowers that need no maintenance. They also don’t need any special care like watering and feeding at all.

Below, the true fan of natural greenery can read some ways/advices how you can incorporate stabilized flowers in home décor:

1. If you unsure start with several rose in a flask, test it in the home environment;
2. Create the composition of a beautiful flower for coffee table, windowsill;
3. Maybe you want to decorate your empty and boring walls? So it’s a good chance to make original wall art or design vertical gardens. Be creative, use your imagination!

You can buy professionally stabilized plants or create with your hands. There are a lot of variants.

The method of stabilization is quite simple. Flowers, plants, and leaves are collected during the best moment of their life cycle while having their best aspect. Then, the juice of freshly plucked flowers changes into a substance with liquid glycerin. This unique technology saves it in original complexion over 2-3 years (trees for 10 years). Here are some advantages of having stabilized plants: they don’t need light, irrigation; they don’t grow; you have a chance of having outdoor plants indoors.